
Let Your Advisors Deal, While Pitchly Tracks & 
Automates Pitchbook Credentials 
Deal firms have earned hundreds of proprietary data points for each deal they 
have closed, but few advisors know how to best use and activate that data when 
pursuing new clients. Pitchly is a leading cloud-based data enablement platform for 

accounting professionals. We provide a robust, 
user-friendly database to enter deal data and 
a content designer to automatically generate 
tombstones, case studies, logo slides, team 
bios/CVs, and company profiles. The result? 
Advisors and associates save 93% of the time 
previously spent preparing credentials and 
researching firm deal experience.   
This is Data Enablement.
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not formatting 
credentials 

Visit us at pitchly.com   |   Email us at info@pitchly.com

Join the thousands of global users who are saving time and 
winning more new clients including SixthStreet, BDO and more.
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Data Workspace
Access live custom tombstone library from a deal database
Tombstones in old pitchbooks can easily create incorrect duplication. Pitchly’s integrated 

database approach provides source data directly to each tombstone.
Automate case study creation for each deal
Design case study template layouts, and elements, and link data from the database.
Generate live team CVs and bios
Pitchly integrates team CVs directly from data to automatically create pitchbook-ready content from the 
team database. Export to PowerPoint pitchbooks, Word proposals and engagement letters.

Data Pipeline
Leave the Data to Pitchly
Start using Pitchly from a PowerPoint pitchbook, league table submission in Excel, or using your 

CRM or data warehouse. We work with you to build a structured database to power content automation.  
Access accurate and comparable data
The average investment bank (using Pitchly) stores 22 proprietary data points per deal. Search, filter and 
export for comparable experience and transaction data. 
Manage client logos and information easily
Maintain a single record of client and counterparty companies to create and centralize company profile 
information and content exports for PowerPoint.
Create custom input forms with approval workflow
Simplify the deal data collection process by creating multiple forms to accommodate different deal types and 
information needs. Deal teams can input data and include an approver user to accept input into the database.

Data Productivity
Integrate with proposal software
Pitchly automated content library of case studies, team CVs and tombstones can be integrated 

with most proposal software providers to streamline proposal preparation. 
Capture experience before it walks out on you
Advisory firms suffer from high staff turnover. Pitchly’s connected apps, and automated pitchbook content 
library motivate analysts to record advisory experiences, so if they leave, the firm’s intellectual property remains.
Secure data from external and internal threats
Pitchly’s protects data through robust encryption and access protocols, and allows administrators to 
restrict user access and export privileges to data, and capture user actions in audit trails. The Pitchly Data 
Enablement platform was SOC 2 Type 2 audited in 2022 and earned a clean opinion.

Request a Demo Today
The future of work is data driven. To put your data to work, learn more or to see a demo, visit us at www.pitchly.com

Key Benefits of Pitchly Data Enablement 
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